
VFDs are an integral part of a building systems operation. When maintained 
properly speed drives will reliably and efficiently deliver results. 

Variable Frequency Drives are expensive investments purchased to often 
be the heartbeat of a system or piece of equipment. A Properly 
maintained VFD can operate reliably for up to 200,000 hours (Mean Time 
Between Failures) or 23 years.

Protect your investment with our VFD PM Program

Why Choose Nexus Consulting LLC?

Nexus Consulting has factory trained and 
authorized start up techs fully trained in VFD 
maintenance. 

VFD maintenance requires proper procedures 
and equipment. 

VFD in alarm or running in Hand? Let us check 
it out before you replace it. It could be a 
simple fix.

VFD operation or control questions? Let us train 
and help inform your building operator and 
maintenance staff how your drives are 
supposed to be running. 

A VFD requires the same safety and equipment 
precautions applied to computers and power 
supplies. Trust Nexus Consulting to protect your 
investment and ensure optimum performance 
from your system. 

VFD Maintenance Program

413.301.2129
nexus-consultingllc.com

EMS- Energy management system 

GUI- Graphical user interface (graphics computer/access computer)

LON- Type of communication between controllers 

BacNet / MSTP- Type of communication between controllers

ModBus- Type of communication between controllers

MAT- Mixed air temp. Temperature of return air from space served and outside air within the 
mixed air box of air handling unit before being reconditioned.

RAT- Return air temp

DAT- Discharge air temp

OAT- Outdoor air temp

Occ/Unocc- Occupied Unoccupied 

HWS- Hot water system or hot water supply

Dom HW- Domestic Hot Water: Heated potable water.

DP- Differential pressure. (air or water)

DX- Mechanical cooling (conditioning using refrigeration)

VAV- Variable air volume

VAV box- A unit (box) installed in supply duct/branch to vary air flow based on temp set point of 
room served. Typical control of VAV has a min and max CFM for operation.

LL- Low limit / “freeze stat”   Typically set for 38 – 40 degrees F, this device will interrupt a safety 
circuit controlling a piece of equipment to prevent damage from freeze conditions.  

VFD- Variable frequency drive. Pump or fan control that will vary voltage output in order to 
control speed of end device. Also referred to as Variable Speed Drives.

DAT Reset Schedule- An adjustable schedule used to calculate the proper discharge air temp 
from an air handling unit  in order to keep space served at desired temperature.

HWS Reset Schedule- A schedule used to determine hot water system temperature needed to 
condition space based on outdoor air temperature.

Economizer- Cooling space with outdoor air appose to chilled water or mechanical cooling.

Actuator- Electronic or pneumatic device (controlled by EMS) operating valves and dampers 
through a voltage or air signal created by management system. 

Heat/Cool dead band- Span of Degrees F that separate heating and cooling set point 


